We have developed a new scanning-tunneling-microscopy-based spectroscopy technique to characterize infrared (IR) absorption of submonolayers of molecules on conducting crystals. The technique employs a scanning tunneling microscope as a precise detector to measure the expansion of a molecule-decorated crystal that is irradiated by IR light from a tunable laser source. Using this technique, we obtain the IR absorption spectra of [121]tetramantane and [123]tetramantane on Au(111). Significant differences between the IR spectra for these two isomers show the power of this new technique to differentiate chemical structures even when single-molecule-resolved scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images look quite similar. Furthermore, the new technique was found to yield significantly better spectral resolution than STM-based inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy, and to allow determination of optical absorption cross sections. Compared to IR spectroscopy of bulk tetramantane powders, infrared scanning tunneling microscopy (IRSTM) spectra reveal narrower and blueshifted vibrational peaks for an ordered tetramantane adlayer. Differences between bulk and surface tetramantane vibrational spectra are explained via molecule-molecule interactions. Simultaneously probing the vibrational behavior and local electronic or geometric structure of molecular adsorbates is important for understanding their physical and chemical properties. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful tool for this purpose since it can yield subnanometer-resolved topographical information and orbital energetics, as well as vibrational properties through inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (STM IETS) [1, 2] . Electron-based STM IETS, however, does not allow direct probing of optical processes and has a spectral resolution limited by thermal broadening. STM-induced luminescence [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [8] [9] [10] are related techniques that do give simultaneous local and optovibrational information. STM-induced luminescence, however, can so far probe only selected vibrational modes through vibronic transitions and has energy resolution that is partially limited by electronic excited state lifetimes, while tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is limited to dyelike molecules with large Raman cross sections and usually requires satisfying the resonant Raman condition [11] . Atomic force microscopy infrared spectroscopy (photothermal induced resonance) [12] [13] [14] [15] is an additional technique that has been employed to acquire local infrared (IR) absorption spectra and images of surface structures, but this technique works only for high-coverage aggregates of thickness >40-80 nm [14, 15] and so cannot yet address the adsorbate-dominated submonolayer regime.
Simultaneously probing the vibrational behavior and local electronic or geometric structure of molecular adsorbates is important for understanding their physical and chemical properties. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful tool for this purpose since it can yield subnanometer-resolved topographical information and orbital energetics, as well as vibrational properties through inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (STM IETS) [1, 2] . Electron-based STM IETS, however, does not allow direct probing of optical processes and has a spectral resolution limited by thermal broadening. STM-induced luminescence [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [8] [9] [10] are related techniques that do give simultaneous local and optovibrational information. STM-induced luminescence, however, can so far probe only selected vibrational modes through vibronic transitions and has energy resolution that is partially limited by electronic excited state lifetimes, while tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is limited to dyelike molecules with large Raman cross sections and usually requires satisfying the resonant Raman condition [11] . Atomic force microscopy infrared spectroscopy (photothermal induced resonance) [12] [13] [14] [15] is an additional technique that has been employed to acquire local infrared (IR) absorption spectra and images of surface structures, but this technique works only for high-coverage aggregates of thickness >40-80 nm [14, 15] and so cannot yet address the adsorbate-dominated submonolayer regime.
Here, we demonstrate a new STM-based vibrational spectroscopy which overcomes many of the drawbacks of the above-mentioned techniques by using the STM as a sensitive detector to probe the IR response of adsorbed molecular assemblies. Although our technique is not yet capable of performing single-molecule-resolved IR spectroscopy (it averages over a wider surface area), the technique can be used to probe a wide range of molecular species at submonolayer coverages and with the subthermal energy resolution inherent to IR spectroscopy, while the surface can be simultaneously characterized by conventional STM imaging. We refer to this new technique as infrared scanning tunneling microscopy (IRSTM). Using IRSTM, we have obtained IR absorption spectra and STM images of submonolayer coverages of the diamondoid molecules [121]tetramantane and [123]tetramantane deposited onto Au(111). Significant differences in IRSTM spectra for these two isomers demonstrate the power of IRSTM to differentiate individual chemical species and to determine molecular vibrational properties in different surface environments. Our analysis of tetramantane IRSTM spectra allows us to conclude that tetramantane vibrational resonances are more strongly affected by intermolecular interactions than by interactions between the tetramantane molecules and the gold surface.
The main idea of IRSTM is to employ an STM tip in tunneling mode to detect the thermal expansion of a sample due to the molecular absorption of tunable, monochromatic IR radiation. When a bare crystal is irradiated, thermal expansion of the crystal in the direction perpendicular to its surface can be measured by monitoring the motion of an PRL 111, 126101 (2013) Selected for a Viewpoint in Physics P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 20 SEPTEMBER 2013 STM tip in constant-current mode. When the surface is covered by adsorbed molecules, however, a new absorption channel appears whenever the wavelength of light is tuned to a molecular vibrational resonance. Excited vibrational states of a molecule typically relax in $10 ps [16] , and the associated energy is transferred to the substrate. Therefore, the extra expansion (the difference between the surface expansion with and without molecules) at a given wavelength yields the molecular absorption at this wavelength.
IRSTM was used to measure IR absorption spectra of tetramantane molecules at coverages of less than one monolayer on a Au(111) surface.
[121]tetramantane [inset of Fig. 1(a) ] and [123] tetramantane [inset of Fig. 1(b) ] were chosen because they are structural isomers described by the same chemical formula C 22 H 28 , and also because [121]tetramantane on Au(111) exhibits a pronounced CH stretch mode that has been previously observed using STM IETS [17] . The molecules were extracted from petroleum and purified into powder form [18] . The powders were sublimated in vacuum at temperatures in the range of 30 C-34 C onto a clean Au(111) surface held at room temperature, resulting in coverages ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 monolayer (ML). STM measurements were performed using a homemade ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) variable temperature STM operating at T ¼ 13-15 K. IR excitation of the tetramantane/Au(111) surface was performed using a homemade tunable mode-hop-free laser. The main components of the tunable IR laser are schematically shown in Fig. 2 . A singly resonant optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on periodically poled MgO-doped lithium niobate was employed to down-convert the light frequency from a pump laser. The pump laser consists of an external cavity laser diode as a seed laser light source and an optical amplifier. Pump tuning with synchronous periodically poled MgO-doped lithium niobate temperature control was used to deliver continuous frequency tuning of the IR OPO output, as reported elsewhere [19] . A feedback loop was used to stabilize the IR light intensity at the OPO output to suppress fluctuations down to about 0.5% of the overall intensity. The laser beam (total power $30 mW) was guided into the UHV STM chamber through a CaF 2 viewport. The beam was converged via an external lens to achieve a spot size of 1.2 mm diameter on the sample. The beam center was intentionally targeted to a point on the surface 0.8-1.5 mm away from the STM junction. This was done to avoid direct light excitation of the tip-sample tunnel junction, thus eliminating the effects of tip thermal expansion, rectification, and thermoelectric current generation [20] . Under these conditions, no significant difference, apart from overall amplitude variation, was found between IRSTM spectra taken at different lateral distances between the laser spot and the tunnel junction, or with different laser spot sizes.
IRSTM spectra were measured via two different modes: with optical chopping of the laser light (ac mode) and without optical chopping (dc mode). Figure 3(a) shows the IRSTM spectrum of a single monolayer of [121]tetramantane measured using the ac mode. Here, the differential STM Z signal was measured under constant-current feedback conditions (via lock-in detection at the chopping frequency) while sweeping the IR excitation from 2830 to 2940 cm À1 . The same measurement was performed on bare Au(111) as a reference. Six IR absorption peaks can clearly be seen for [121] tetramantane/Au(111) compared to the bare Au(111) spectrum at 2850 AE 1, 2855 AE 1, 2881 AE 1, 2897 AE 1, 2909 AE 1, and 2920 AE 1 cm À1 . The appearance of these peaks indicates a larger thermal expansion 20 SEPTEMBER 2013 amplitude at the corresponding IR frequencies and, therefore, can be attributed to extra energy absorption by [121] tetramantane vibrational modes at these frequencies. The ratio of the peak heights [$ 7 Â 10 À4
A for the major peaks shown in Fig. 3(a) ] to the background level [$ 1 Â 10 À2 A in Fig. 3(a) ] corresponds to the relative absorption of the [121]tetramantane monolayer compared to the bare gold absorption. Assuming that polished gold at low temperatures absorbs $1% of incoming IR light [21, 22] , the ratio of the major peak height to the background level yields a molecular absorption coefficient of $0:07% for one monolayer of [121] tetramantane. This corresponds to an absorption cross section of $6 Â 10 À18 cm 2 per molecule. We also performed IRSTM measurements of [121]tetramantane using the dc mode (a measurement with no optical chopping). This is a simpler measurement than the ac mode, since the ac mode requires low optical chopping frequencies and long lock-in time constants. Figure 3(b) shows the dc IRSTM spectrum of 0.7 ML of [121]tetramantane on Au(111), as well as a bare Au(111) reference spectrum. The [121]tetramantane/Au(111) spectrum shows peaks relative to the bare Au(111) spectrum at the same energy positions as in Fig. 3(a) . These peaks are therefore attributed to extra light absorption by [121]tetramantane molecules. The dc IRSTM spectra reflect the same information as ac spectra, but the peak amplitude is harder to quantitatively interpret due to the lack of a well-defined overall absorption reference point (i.e., such as the bare gold absorption). The dc spectra are also more strongly affected by unavoidable drifts in the experimental setup. These drifts are caused by redistribution of the thermal fluxes inside the STM due to the fact that the tip-sample temperature equilibrium depends very sensitively on parameters such as sample orientation, beam path, and laser power stability. We note, however, that after a baseline subtraction [i.e., subtraction of a third order polynomial fit to the estimated bare Au(111) contribution to the spectrum], the vibrational spectra look very similar for both ac and dc measurement modes.
In order to demonstrate the potential of IRSTM for chemical characterization, IRSTM spectroscopy was additionally performed on samples of [123]tetramantane. As seen in Fig. 1 , both molecular species form similar self-assembled overlayer structures on Au(111). Figure 4 shows dc IRSTM spectra of 1 ML of [121]tetramantane on Au(111) versus 0.9 ML of [123]tetramantane on Au(111) (after baseline subtraction). The two spectra are clearly distinct from each other, and both exhibit several well-resolved peaks. Peak energies were extracted by fitting Lorentzian lines to the spectra (fits can be seen in Fig. 4 [17] (the blue line having only one broad peak). The IETS peak (obtained at the lower temperature of T ¼ 7 K with bias modulation voltage amplitude V m ¼ 1-10 mV) is much broader in energy and cannot resolve any of the multiple CH stretch modes that exist in this energy range. Since IETS energy resolution depends on temperature and bias modulation voltage amplitude [23] , the IETS spectral resolution in Ref. [17] is estimated to be 30 cm À1 at best. In contrast, the energy resolution for IRSTM is determined by the spectral accuracy of the laser. For tunable IR lasers, the spectral uncertainty mainly arises from mode hops which cause sudden changes in the frequency of emitted light. The laser used here was found to be nearly free of mode hopping over the scanned frequency range from 2830 to 2940 cm À1 (an average of three hops occurs per scan, each of magnitude <1 cm À1 ) [19] . We therefore conservatively estimate the spectral resolution of IRSTM to be no worse than 1 cm À1 across the frequency range explored here. It should be noted that IRSTM also differs from 
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week ending 20 SEPTEMBER 2013 STM IETS in that IRSTM probes IR active vibrational modes with the dipole moment perpendicular to the metal surface, while STM IETS active modes do not obey rigorous selection rules [24, 25] .
The linewidths observed using IRSTM carry information regarding molecular interactions. Our tetramantane/ Au(111) linewidths were found to be in the range of 4-12 cm À1 (full width at half maximum), corresponding to vibrational lifetimes in the range of 0.4-1.3 ps. Our experimental energy resolution ( 1 cm À1 ) and the homogeneity of our samples imply that this broadening is not instrumental but is rather due to molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate interactions (as well as possibly overlapping modes). We observed notably less broadening of tetramantane CH stretch modes for molecules on Au(111) compared to previously measured powder samples (typical widths for the powder measurements [26] are on the order of 10-20 cm À1 ). Two main factors likely account for this difference: measurement temperature (13-15 K for the surface measurements versus room temperature for the powder measurements) and structural differences between surface and bulk systems. Regarding structure, our surface measurements were performed on well-ordered adlayers, while the spectra reported in Ref. [26] were obtained on powders lacking perfect crystalline order. Inhomogeneous broadening of the vibrational peaks in the powders is thus expected to be larger than in monolayers on Au(111). Other aspects of the local environment, such as the number of nearest neighbors and the relative coupling strengths between them, can also affect peak broadening. Molecules arranged in two-dimensional lattices (as measured here) are surrounded by a smaller number of nearest neighbors and so can be expected to exhibit smaller broadening compared to the three-dimensional environment experienced by molecules in a powder. Interaction of molecules with a metal substrate, on the other hand, is expected to broaden peaks. Since we see an overall narrowing of vibrational peak widths compared to bulk measurements, we conclude that the narrowing effects of lower temperature and reduction in coordination dominate over the broadening effects of the molecule-surface interaction.
Further information regarding molecule-molecule interactions can be inferred by comparing IRSTM measurements to bulk measurements performed on powder samples. Peaks at notably different energies are observed in bulk powders of different tetramantane isomers, specifically at 2840, 2863, 2884, and 2901 cm À1 for [121]tetramantane and at 2847, 2871, and 2903 cm À1 for [123] tetramantane [26] . There is not a perfect one-to-one correspondence between these bulk vibrational modes and the adsorbate modes reported here, but the peaks for the surface measurements do appear overall to be shifted to higher frequencies. We assume this is not due to mechanical renormalization [27] since the molecules are not strongly bonded to the metal surface [17] . Furthermore, neither chemical nor electrostatic shifts are expected to be significant since tetramantane molecules have a large gap between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular levels, and therefore very little charge transfer between molecules and the gold surface is expected to occur [17] . Two mechanisms that might be at work here are the coupling of dynamic molecular dipole moments to substrate image charges (a redshifting effect) and dynamic dipole-dipole coupling between molecules (a blueshifting effect) [27] . The fact that the vibrational peaks for surfaceadsorbed molecules tend to be blueshifted relative to the peaks for powder samples implies that intermolecular dipole-dipole coupling for the surface samples plays a more important role than coupling of the dynamic dipole moments to their images in the substrate. This is consistent with recent observations of appreciable attractive van der Waals interactions in diamondoid dimer structures [28, 29] .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of IRSTM for performing IR spectroscopic studies of molecular submonolayers on metallic surfaces by combing a tunable IR laser and an STM. We have shown that the excellent spectral resolution of IRSTM can be used for chemical characterization of molecular adlayers, as well as for measurements of single-molecule optical absorption cross sections. IRSTM measurements of tetramantane molecules on gold reveal that adsorbed tetramantane vibrational peaks are narrowed and blueshifted relative to bulk measurements, implying that intermolecular interactions for adsorbed tetramantane have a stronger influence on molecular vibrational resonances than the interaction between tetramantane molecules and the gold surface. Regarding the ultimate sensitivity of this new technique, we believe that lasers with better intensity stabilization and substrates with an increased thermal expansion coefficient (such as based on a bimetallic strip principle) could significantly improve the IRSTM sensitivity compared to the sensitivity achieved in this work.
